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(57) Abstract: A mechanism for routing in a network is described. The mechanism comprising receiving a request from a node; obtaining, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node; allocating a first local prefix; setting a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and sending a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element.
Apparatus and method for routing in a network

Field of the Invention

The invention addresses issues regarding how to improve routing in a network, in particular, where IPv6 (Internet Protocol v6) is adopted as IP protocol and, on the top of which, Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) is deployed as mobility management protocol.

Background of the Invention

In a network where Internet operates under IPv6, IPv6 address shall be assigned to each constituent network element. IPv6 addresses are logically divided into two parts: a 64-bit (sub-)network prefix and a 64-bit interface identifier. A network prefix is normally associated with a specific domain, which means that a data packet designated to an IPv6 address comprising the network prefix may be routed to a router/network entity located in that specific domain.

On top of IPv6, PMIPv6 may be deployed as a network layer protocol for managing mobility of mobile nodes (MN) as depicted in Fig.1. In PMIPv6 domain, there are two important network entities - Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). MAG is a function on an access router that manages the mobility related signaling for a MN attached to its access link, e.g. a radio link. LMA is the home agent for a MN in PMIPv6 domain. A mobile node identifier (MN-ID) may be assigned to a MN in PMIPv6 domain. It is a stable identifier of a MN that mobility entities in PMIPv6 domain can always acquire and use for predictably identifying a MN. This is typically an identifier such as a network access
identifier (NAI) or other identifier such as a media access control (MAC) address.

When a MN initially tries to attach to a network, a Home Network Prefix (HNP) is generated in LMA and assigned to the link between the MN and a MAG, e.g., MAGi as shown in Fig.1. The home network prefix is anchored at LMA (which means that a data packet designated to an IPv6 address comprising the prefix as its network prefix would be routed to LMA) and indicates the home network of the MN. More than one prefix can be assigned to the link between MN and MAG according to PMIPv6. The MN may configure its interfaces with one or more addresses from the obtained home network prefix, e.g. home network prefix + an interface identifier. When the MN roams, a handover in access link layer may be performed and as the result, the MN may be connected with a new MAG, e.g., MAG2, located in a different domain than MAGi. However, due to the originally assigned HNP, all the IP traffic is delivered to and from the MN via LMA and MAG2. Moreover, the home network associated with the home network prefix may be in completely different domain (e.g. Domain 3) than MAG2 which is located in Domain 2. When traffic volumes grow significantly and the majority of the IP services are provided locally in IP topology wise, the LMA could easily become a bottleneck as it may become the traffic concentrator for multiple MAGs.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention and its embodiments seek to address one or more of the above-described drawbacks and shortcomings. According to an exemplary first aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for a network element comprising receiving a request from a node; obtaining, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node; allocating a first local prefix; setting a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local
prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and sending a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element. A local prefix is a prefix anchored at said network element.

According to one embodiment of the invention, said method further comprises receiving a response message comprising a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid; determining if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, sending to the node a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, setting a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, sending a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer, the second local prefix, the third timer, the fourth timer, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node.

Alternatively, according to another embodiment of the invention, said method further comprises receiving, from said network element, a response message comprising a second local prefix, a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration; determining if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event
that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, sending the received response message to the node; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, sending a router advertisement message to the node.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided method for a server comprising receiving, from a network entity, a message comprising an identifier relevant to a node, a first local prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; determining if an entry associated with the identifier exists or not; in the event that the entry does not exist, storing the received information, setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and sending a response message comprising the received information, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the network entity.

According to further development or modification of the invention, said method further comprises, in the event that the entry exists, wherein said entry comprises a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, replacing the second local prefix and the third timer by the first local prefix and the first timer.

According to a third embodiment of the invention, said method is implemented by using a stateless address autoconfiguration protocol. Said method further comprises sending a response message comprising the second local prefix and the third timer to the network entity.

Optionally, according to a fourth embodiment of the invention, said method is implemented by using a dynamic host
configuration protocol v6. Said method further comprises sending a response message comprising the second local prefix to the network entity.

According to further development or modification of the fourth embodiment of invention, said method further comprises setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, setting a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, setting the third timer to 0, sending a response message comprising the first timer, the second timer, the third timer, the fourth timer, the first and the second local prefix, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node.

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a network element comprising a processing unit, a first interface unit and a second interface unit, wherein said first interface unit is configured to receive a request from a node; said processing unit is configured to obtain, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node, allocate a first local prefix, set a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and send a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element through the second interface unit.

According to a fifth embodiment of the invention, said second interface unit is configured to receive a response message comprising a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address
comprising the second local prefix is valid; said processing unit is further configured to determine if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to send to the node a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration through said first interface unit; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to set a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, and send a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer, the second local prefix, the third timer, the fourth timer, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node through said first interface unit.

Alternatively, according to a sixth embodiment of the invention, said second interface unit is configured to receive, from said network element, a response message comprising a second local prefix, a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration; said processing unit is further configured to determine if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to send the received response message to the node (MN) through said first interface unit; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to send a router advertisement message to the node through said first interface unit.
According to a fourth aspect of the invention, there is provided a server comprising a processing unit, an interface unit and a database, wherein said interface unit is configured to receive, from a network entity, a message comprising an identifier relevant to a node, a first local prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; said processing unit is configured to determine if an entry associated with the identifier exists or not; in the event that the entry does not exist, said database is configured to store the received information, said processing unit is configured to set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and send a response message comprising the received information and the second timer to the network entity through said interface unit.

According to further development or modification of the fourth aspect of the invention, in the event that the entry exists and said entry comprises a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, said processing unit is configured to replace the second local prefix and the third timer by the first local prefix and the first timer.

According to a seventh embodiment of the invention, said server is configured to implement a stateless address autoconfiguration protocol. Said processing unit is further configured to send a response message comprising the second local prefix and the third timer to the network entity through said interface unit.

According to an eighth embodiment of the invention, said server is configured to implement a dynamic host
configuration protocol. Said processing unit is further configured to send a response message comprising the second local prefix to the network entity through said interface unit.

According to further development or modification of the eighth embodiment of invention, wherein said processing unit is further configured to set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, set a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, set the third timer to 0, and send a response message comprising the first timer, the second timer, the third timer, the fourth timer, the first and the second local prefix, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node through said interface unit.

According to a fifth aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer program product comprising means for receiving a request from a node; means for obtaining, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node; means for allocating a first local prefix; means for setting a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; means for setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and means for sending a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element.

According to a sixth aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer program product comprising means for receiving, from a network entity, a message comprising an
identifier relevant to a node, a first local prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; means for determining if an entry associated with the identifier exists or not; in the event that the entry does not exist, means for storing the received information, means for setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and means for sending a response message comprising the received information, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the network entity.

15 Brief Description of the Drawings

Exemplary embodiments of the invention are described below, by way of example only, with reference to the following numbered drawings.

20 Figure 1 is an exemplary example illustrating a network where PMIPv6 is deployed as mobility management protocol for mobile nodes (MN).

25 Figure 2 briefly describes the overall arrangement of the solution according to one aspect of the invention.

Figure 3 depicts message flow among MN, MAGs and LMA when Stateless Address Autoconfiguration Protocol (SLAAC) is used for local prefix management according to one embodiment of the invention.

Figure 4 describes the signalling flow when DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol v6) is used for local prefix management according to another embodiment of the invention.

Figure 5 shows a schematic block diagram illustrating a MAG according to one aspect of the invention.
Description of the Embodiments of the Invention

In order to avoid the above-mentioned bottleneck effect, especially when the amount of traffic grows significantly, it is desired to allow a MN to directly access public Internet via a local MAG (e.g. MAGi or MAG2) to which it is connected, bypassing the LMA. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the arrangement according to one aspect of the invention.

Assuming a MN tries to connect to a MAG e.g. MAGi. It may initiate an attach request to MAGi. MAGi may allocate a local prefix (e.g. P1) for the MN and also communicate this prefix to the LMA (step 21 & 22). A local prefix is a prefix anchored at a MAG. A MN may configure one of its interfaces by using the prefix, e.g. prefix + an interface identifier. Through that interface, the MN may access Internet without routing through the LMA. The prefix may be stored in the Binding Cache of the LMA or other network entity, such as a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server. The Binding Cache and the DHCP server may be standalone network entity respectively or integrated into LMA due to performance reasons. The DHCP server may support both DHCPv4 and DHCPv6.

There are two attributes, valid lifetime and preferred lifetime, associated with a local prefix. Valid lifetime indicates the length of time an address or a prefix remains in the valid state (i.e., the time until invalidation). The valid lifetime must be greater than or equal to the preferred lifetime. When the valid lifetime expires, the address becomes invalid. Invalid addresses may not appear as the destination or source address of a packet. In case an invalid address is used as a destination address, the Internet routing system will be unable to deliver the packet.
If it is used as a source address, the recipient of the packet will be unable to respond. Preferred lifetime is the length of time that a valid address or prefix is preferred (i.e., the time until deprecation).

When the preferred lifetime expires, the address becomes deprecated. Assigning a deprecated address to an interface is not recommended, but not forbidden. A deprecated address may no longer be used as a source address in new communications, but packets sent from or to deprecated addresses are delivered as expected. A deprecated address may continue to be used as a source address in communications where switching to a preferred address causes hardship to a specific upper-layer activity (e.g., an existing TCP connection).

When the MN roams at step 24, it may initiate another attach request to MAG₂ which is located in Domain 2 (step 25). MAG₂ may allocate another local prefix (e.g., P₂) anchored at MAG₂ for the MN and also communicate the new local prefix to LMA. LMA may replace P₁ by P₂ in the Binding Cache entry. MAG₂ may provide the new prefix P₂ to MN and inform the MN to use the new local prefix P₂ and deprecate P₁ by setting preferred lifetime to be 0. The MN may configure one of its interfaces by using the new prefix so that it may access e.g. public Internet via MAG₂ without going through the LMA.

In an application, there may be a certain period when both P₁ and P₂ are usable, e.g. their valid lifetime have not yet expired. A temporary tunnel may be established between MAG₁ and MAG₂ so that the reverse traffic (with respect to the data sent out when the previous P₁ was in use) heading for MAG₁ may still be routed to MAG₂. In other words, such temporary tunnel may allow data traffic designating an IPv₆ address comprising the old prefix reach the MN under the new MAG₂ as long as the valid lifetime of the old prefix is still valid. Once the valid lifetime of the old prefix P₁ expires, the tunnel between MAG₁ and MAG₂ and routing entries may be removed.
According to different embodiments of the invention, Stateless Address Autoconfiguration Protocol (SLAAC) and DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol v6) may be adopted for prefix management. The use of either protocol may depend on system level configuration. In the case of DHCPv6, a LMA may comprise a DHCP server. Alternatively, the DHCP server may be a standalone entity.

Figure 3 describes the signalling flow when Stateless Address Autoconfiguration Protocol (SLAAC) is used for local prefix management according to one embodiment of the invention. A MN may initiate a request comprising its identifier to MAGi at step 31. Depending on the technology being used at radio access layer, e.g. Wireless LAN (WLAN), 3G and etc, the identifier may be different. For instance, it may be an identifier of the MN or an interface identifier of the MN. In the case of 3G or LTE, the identifier may be IMSI (= International Mobile Subscriber Identity) . The request may be sent via a layer 2 attach message. Upon receiving the request, MAGi may allocate a first local prefix (e.g. P₁) for the MN at step 32 and set valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for the prefix according to its local configuration. MAGi may set used valid lifetime the same value as valid lifetime (i.e. used valid lifetime = valid lifetime) . MAGi may also generate a MN-ID in PMIPv6 domain for the MN. MN-ID is associated with the identifier of the MN obtained at radio access layer (at step 31).

In some embodiments, it is may be recommended to set valid lifetime between e.g. 30-60 seconds to allow rapid invalidation of the prefix. A short valid lifetime means frequent router advertisement update for a MN, which could increase the battery consumption in a wireless/cellular environment (due to the fact the MN may not be able to operate in power saving mode). If battery consumption of a MN is of utmost importance, valid lifetime may be increased to a higher value at the expenses of making the temporary local prefix invalidation time longer. Longer prefix invalidation time implies a longer period where P₁ may still be used under...
the MAG2, however, traffic using \( P_1 \) may be dropped as it
topologically belongs to domain where MAG\(_i\) is located.

Then MAG\(_i\) may inform LMA the MN-ID, the first local prefix
(e.g. \( P_1 \)) and the *used valid lifetime* at step 33. LMA may
check if there is already an entry with respect to the MN-ID
and if not, it may store these information either by itself
in the binding cache or in another network entity, e.g. when
binding cache is a standalone entity (step 34). Then a
response comprising the stored information and HNP may be
sent from LMA to MAG\(_i\) (step 35). Upon receiving the response
from LMA, MAG\(_i\) may detect that the received prefix is the
first local prefix \( (P_1) \) which was sent to the LMA (step 36).
MAG\(_i\) may send a message comprising HNP, the first local prefix
together with its attributes *valid lifetime* and *preferred
lifetime* to the MN at step 37. A router advertisement (RA)
message according to RFC4862 may be used for sending the
message. The M-flag in the RA message may be set to 0
indicating MN that SLAAC is used for address configuration.

The local prefix (e.g. \( P_1 \)) may be inserted to Prefix
Information Option (PIO) field of the RA message. A-flag
field in RA message may be set to 1 in order to indicate that
the MN may use the prefix for stateless address
autoconfiguration.

According to one aspect of the invention, the MN may roam at
step 38. A handover may be performed at radio access layer
so that the MN may be connected with MAG2 after initiating
another request comprising an identifier of the MN to MAG2 at
step 39. MAG2 may be located in a different domain (e.g.
Domain 2) than MAG\(_i\) (e.g. Domain 1). Upon receiving the
request, MAG2 may allocate a second local prefix (e.g. \( P_2 \)) for
the MN and set *valid lifetime*, *used valid lifetime* and
*preferred lifetime* for the second local prefix (step 310),
similar to step 32. MAG2 may also generate a MN-ID in PMIPv\(_{\beta}\)
domain for the MN. MN-ID is associated with the identifier of
the MN obtained at radio access layer (at step 39). With
respect to the same MN, the generated MN-ID should be identical.

Similar to step 33, MN-ID, the second local prefix (e.g. $P_2$) and the used valid lifetime are delivered to LMA at step 311. Based on the obtained MN-ID, LMA may check if there is already an entry for the MN-ID. If so, it may replace the previous local prefix (e.g. $P_1$) by the new prefix (e.g. $P_2$) and previous used valid lifetime by the new used valid lifetime at step 312. LMA may send a response to MAG2 comprising HNP, $P_1$ and its (i.e. the previous) used valid lifetime at step 313.

Upon receiving the response from LMA, MAG2 may detect that the received local prefix (e.g. $P_1$) is not the second local prefix (e.g. $P_2$) which has been sent to LMA (step 314). MAG2 may deprecate $P_1$ by re-setting its valid lifetime and preferred lifetime, e.g. valid lifetime = used valid lifetime; preferred lifetime = 0. If the MN can trust the received RA, valid lifetime may be set to 0 as well. At step 315, MAG2 may send a message comprising HNP, both $P_1$ and $P_2$ together with their associated valid lifetime and preferred lifetime to the MN. Similar to step 37, a router advertisement (RA) message according to RFC4862 may be used for sending the message. The local prefix may be added to Prefix Information Option (PIO) field of the RA message. M-flags field in RA may be set to 0 in order to inform the MN that SLAAC is used for address configuration. A-flag field in RA message's PIO option may be set to 1 in order to indicate that the MN may use the said prefixes for stateless address autoconfiguration.

After receiving the two prefixes, the MN may use the new prefix (e.g. $P_2$) to form an IPv6 address on one of its interface. Thus, the MN may access public Internet via MAG2 bypassing LMA after a handover is performed from MAGi to MAG2.
Figure 4 describes the signalling flow when DHCPv6 is used for local prefix management according to another embodiment of the invention. Whether SLAAC or DHCPv6 is used is determined by configuration of a system comprising MAG and LMA. When DHCPv6 is used for address configuration, M-flags in a RA message sent by a MAG may be set to 1 and the RA message need not contain any PIO.

Step 41-43 are identical to step 31-33 except that valid lifetime may be set by MAGi to any proper value depending on the network configuration.

Upon receiving a message comprising the first local prefix (e.g. p1) anchored at MAGi, LMA may check if there is already an entry with respect to the MN-ID and if not, it may store these information either by itself in a binding cache or in another network entity, e.g. DHCP server (step 44). LMA or DHCP server may construct an IPv6 address using the received prefix and set valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for the IPv6 address based on the received valid lifetime and preferred lifetime. The LMA/DHCP server may set a different value to valid lifetime, but it may not bigger than the received used valid lifetime. Then LMA or DHCP server may send a DHCP message comprising the constructed IPv6 address together with valid lifetime, preferred lifetime and HNP to MAGi (step 45). The DHCP server/LMA may include the required Identity Association (IA) options into the DHCP messages, IA_TA (Identity Association for Temporary Address) options for local prefixes and IA_NA (Identity Association for Non-temporary Address) for the HNP. The presence of IA_TA and IA_NA fields is an indication to the MN to use the provided prefix for address configuration. When MAGi determines that the message from LMA/DHCP comprises one IPv6 address constructed by using the first local prefix, it may relay the message to the MN (step 46).
Step 47 - 410 are identical to step 38 - 311 in Fig. 3 except that valid lifetime may be set by MAG₂ to any proper value depending on the network configuration.

5 In step 411, LMA or DHCP server may check if there is already an entry for the MN-ID. If so, it may replace the previous local prefix (e.g. P₁) by the new prefix (e.g. P₂) and construct two IPv6 addresses by using P₁ and P₂ respectively. LMA may also set a proper valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for P₂ and deprecate P₁ by setting both valid lifetime and preferred lifetime to 0. In DHCP case, the communication between the LMA/DHCP server and the MN is assumed to be secure as there is existing deployed methods to secure DHCP signalling, thus valid lifetime may also be set to 0.

10 At step 412, LMA or DHCP server may send a message comprising the two P₁ and HNP to MAG₂.

20 When MAG₂ determines that the local prefix contained in the message from LMA/DHCP server is not the same as the second local prefix (e.g. P₂), it may send a RA message without the PIO field to MN at step 413. The M-flag field in the RA message may be set to 1 in order to indicate that DHCP is used for address configuration.

25 LMA or DHCP server may send a reconfigure message to MN via MAG₂ as MAG₂ only relays the message (step 416). The message may comprise IA (Identity Association) in the ORO (Option Request Option) field so that a DHCP peer may tell the other peer what kind of options it is interested in and supports. By sending this message, the LMA/DHCP server may inform the MN to reconfigure its IA option.

30 In reply to the reconfigure message, MN may send a renew message comprising IA_TA (Identity Association for Temporary Address) option field to LMA or DHCP server via MAG₂ (step 415).
LMA or DHCP server may send a reply message to MN via MAG₂, wherein the message comprising HNP, two IPv6 addresses formed by P₁ and P₂ respectively and their associated valid lifetime and preferred lifetime (step 416). The IPv6 addresses formed by P₁ and P₂ may be inserted to IA_TA, and HNP may be inserted to IA_NA option field in DHCP reply message. The use of IA_TA and IA_NA options indicates that the MN may use the provided prefix for configuring its interface.

In IP layer, the MN and the LMA/DHCP server may communicate to each other directly in steps 414-416. In radio link layer, MAG₂ may be connected with the MN and may relay the messages between the MN and the LMA/DHCP server.

Figure 5 describes a schematic block diagram of a MAG according to one aspect of the invention.

A MAG (51) may comprise a first interface unit (52) configured to receive an attach request from a MN (e.g. step 31 in Fig. 3 or step 41 in Fig. 4). The MAG (51) may also comprise a processing unit (or a processing means) (54) configured to allocate a local prefix (e.g. P₁ or P₂) for a MN after receiving the attach request. Said processing unit may set valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for the prefix and set used valid lifetime the same value as valid lifetime (i.e. used valid lifetime = valid lifetime). Said processing unit may also generate a MN-ID in PMIPv6 domain for the MN. MN-ID is associated with the identifier of the MN obtained at radio access layer (at step 31 or 41). The MAG (51) may further comprise a second interface unit (53) configured to send a message comprising the allocated local prefix (e.g. P₁ or P₂) together with its associated used valid lifetime to a LMA or/and DHCP server. The second interface unit (53) may be configured to receive a response message from a LMA/DHCP server.

According to one embodiment of the invention, SLAAC may be used for local prefix management. In this case, the response
message received from a LMA may comprise a HNP, a local
prefix (e.g. P₁ or P₂) associated with the MN-ID and its used valid lifetime (e.g. step 33 or 311 in Fig. 3).

If the received local prefix is identical to the prefix sent to the LMA previously (e.g. step 33 in Fig. 3), the processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising the allocated local prefix and its associated valid lifetime and preferred lifetime to the MN (e.g. step 37 in Fig. 3).

If the received local prefix is different from the prefix sent to the LMA previously (e.g. step 311 in Fig. 3), the processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising both prefixes, i.e. the received one (e.g. P₁) and the allocated one (e.g. P₂), to the MN. The received one (e.g. P₁) may be deprecated by setting its preferred lifetime to 0 and setting its valid lifetime to the received used valid lifetime (i.e. valid lifetime = used valid lifetime). The local prefix may be added to Prefix Information Option (PIO) field of the RA message. A-flag filed in RA message should be set to 1 in order to indicate that the MN may use the prefix for stateless address autoconfiguration. The M-flag in a RA may be set to 0.

According to another embodiment of the invention, DHCP may be used for local prefix management. The response message received from a LMA/DHCP server may comprise a HNP, one IPv6 address comprising a local prefix associated with the MN-ID and its attributes (e.g. valid lifetime and preferred lifetime) (e.g. step 45 in Fig. 4). If the processing unit determines that the local prefix is identical to the one previously sent to LMA/DHCP server (e.g. in step 43 in Fig. 4), the processing unit may be configured to relay the message to the MN.

If the processing unit determines that the local prefix is not the same as the one previously sent to LMA/DHCP server (e.g. in step 410 in Fig. 4), the processing unit may be
configured to send a RA message without PIO field to the MN (e.g. step 413).

Figure 6 describes a schematic block diagram illustrating a LMA according to another aspect of the invention.

A LMA (61) may comprise a binding cache (64) configured to store information received from a network entity such as a MAG. Alternatively, the binding cache (64) may be a standalone entity. The LMA may comprise an interface unit (62) configured to receive a message (e.g. step 33 & 311 in Fig. 3 or step 43 & 410 in Fig. 4) comprising a MN-ID, a local prefix (e.g. P₁ or P₂) allocated for the MN of the MN-ID and its associated attribute used valid lifetime from a MAG. The LMA may further comprise a processing unit (or a processing means) (63) configured to check if there is already an entry regarding the MN-ID in the binding cache upon receiving the message. If not, said processing unit (63) may be configured to set up the entry for the MN-ID, otherwise, said processing unit may be configured to replace the existing prefix (e.g. P₁) by the newly received prefix (e.g. P₂) in the binding cache if the received local prefix is not the same as the one stored in the binding cache (64).

According to one embodiment of the invention, SLAAC may be used for local prefix management. If no entry regarding a received MN-ID is found in the binding cache, the processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising the received MN-ID, the prefix (e.g. P₁ or P₂) and the attribute used valid lifetime to the MAG (e.g. step 35 in Fig. 3). If there is already an entry in the binding cache and the received local prefix (e.g. P₂), with respect to the MN-ID, is not the same as the one stored (e.g. P₁) in the binding cache, said processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising the previous local prefix (e.g. P₁) and its associated used valid lifetime to the MAG (e.g. step 313 in Fig. 3).
According to another embodiment of the invention, DHCPv6 may be used for local prefix management. If no entry regarding a received MN-ID is found in the binding cache, the processing unit (63) may be configured to set the valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for the received prefix based on the received used valid lifetime. The valid lifetime may be set to a different value than used valid lifetime but it may not bigger than used valid lifetime. The preferred lifetime may be bigger than 0 but smaller than valid lifetime. The processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising the received HNP, an IPv6 address comprising the received prefix (e.g. P₁) and the valid lifetime and preferred lifetime to the MAG (e.g. step 45 in Fig. 4).

If there is already an entry in the binding cache and the received local prefix (e.g. P₂), with respect to the MN-ID, is not the same as the one stored (e.g. P₁) in the binding cache, said processing unit may be configured to set the attributes valid lifetime and preferred lifetime for the received prefix (e.g. P₂) based on the received used valid lifetime and to deprecate the previous prefix (e.g. P₁) by setting both its valid lifetime and preferred lifetime to 0. Said processing unit may be configured to send a message comprising two IPv6 addresses formed with the previous (e.g. P₁) and received local prefix (e.g. P₂) respectively and their associated attributes (e.g. valid lifetime and preferred lifetime) to the MAG (e.g. step 416 in Fig. 4). The IPv6 address may be inserted to IA_TA optional field of IA field of DHCP reply message. The use of IA_TA option implies that the MN may use the prefix for configuring its interface.

Said processing unit may be configured to send a reconfigure message to the MN directly (e.g. step 414 in Fig. 4) and said interface unit may be configured to receive a renew message from the MN directly (e.g. step 415 in Fig. 4).

Said processing unit may be located in the DHCP server as well according to different embodiment of the invention.
For the purpose of the present invention as described above, it should be noted that

- method steps likely to be implemented as software code portions and being run using a processor at one of the server entities are software code independent and can be specified using any known or future developed programming language;
- method steps and/or devices likely to be implemented as hardware components at one of the server entities are hardware independent and can be implemented using any known or future developed hardware technology or any hybrids of these, such as MOS, CMOS, BiCMOS, ECL, TTL, etc, using for example ASIC components or DSP components, as an example;
- generally, any method step is suitable to be implemented as software or by hardware without changing the idea of the present invention;
- devices can be implemented as individual devices, but this does not exclude that they are implemented in a distributed fashion throughout the system, as long as the functionality of the device is preserved.

It is to be understood that the above description is illustrative of the invention and is not to be construed as limiting the invention. Various modifications and applications may occur to those skilled in the art without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A method comprising
   receiving a request from a node;
   obtaining, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node;
   allocating a first local prefix;
   setting a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid;
   setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and
   sending a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
   receiving a response message comprising a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid;
   determining if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix;
   in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, sending to the node a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration;
   in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, setting a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, sending a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer, the second local prefix,
3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising receiving, from said network element, a response message comprising a second local prefix, a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration; determining if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, sending the received response message to the node; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, sending a router advertisement message to the node.

4. A method comprising receiving, from a network entity, a message comprising an identifier relevant to a node, a first local prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; determining if an entry associated with the identifier exists or not; in the event that the entry does not exist, storing the received information, setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and
5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising, in the event that the entry exists, wherein said entry comprises a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, replacing the second local prefix and the third timer by the first local prefix and the first timer.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein said method being implemented by using a stateless address autoconfiguration protocol, said method further comprising sending a response message comprising the second local prefix and the third timer to the network entity.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein said method being implemented by using a dynamic host configuration protocol v6, said method further comprising sending a response message comprising the second local prefix to the network entity.

8. The method according to claim 7, further comprising setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, setting a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, setting the third timer to 0, sending a response message comprising the first timer, the second timer, the third timer, the fourth timer, the first and the second local prefix, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node.
9. A network element comprising a processing unit, a first interface unit and a second interface unit, wherein, said first interface unit is configured to receive a request from a node; said processing unit is configured to obtain, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node, allocate a first local prefix, set a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and send a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element through the second interface unit.

10. The network element according to claim 9, wherein said second interface unit is configured to receive a response message comprising a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid; said processing unit is further configured to determine if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix; in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to send to the node a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration through said first interface unit; in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix, said processing unit is configured to
set a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0, and
send a second message comprising the first local prefix, the first timer, the second timer, the second local prefix, the third timer, the fourth timer, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node through said first interface unit.

11. The network element according to claim 9, wherein
   said second interface unit is configured to receive, from said network element, a response message comprising a second local prefix, a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration;
said processing unit is further configured to determine if said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix;
in the event that said second local prefix is identical to the first local prefix,
said processing unit is configured to send the received response message to the node (MN) through said first interface unit;
in the event that the second local prefix is different from the first local prefix,
said processing unit is configured to send a router advertisement message to the node through said first interface unit.

12. A server comprising a processing unit, an interface unit and a database, wherein,
said interface unit is configured to receive, from a network entity, a message comprising an identifier relevant to a
node, a first local prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid; said processing unit is configured to determine if an entry associated with the identifier exists or not; in the event that the entry does not exist, said database is configured to store the received information, said processing unit is configured to set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid, and send a response message comprising the received information and the second timer to the network entity through said interface unit.

13. The server according to claim 12, wherein in the event that the entry exists and said entry comprises a second local prefix and a third timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or an address comprising the second local prefix is valid, said processing unit is configured to replace the second local prefix and the third timer by the first local prefix and the first timer.

14. The server according to claim 13, wherein said server being configured to implement a stateless address autoconfiguration protocol, said processing unit is further configured to send a response message comprising the second local prefix and the third timer to the network entity through said interface unit.

15. The server according to claim 13, wherein said server being configured to implement a dynamic host configuration protocol, said processing unit is further configured to
send a response message comprising the second local prefix to the network entity through said interface unit.

16. The server according to claim 15, wherein said processing unit is further configured to
set a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid,
set a fourth timer indicating a length of time the second local prefix or the address comprising the second local prefix is preferred when the second local prefix or the address is valid to 0,
set the third timer to 0, and
send a response message comprising the first timer, the second timer, the third timer, the fourth timer, the first and the second local prefix, and an indication to use a prefix for address configuration to the node through said interface unit.

17. A computer program product comprising:
means for receiving a request from a node;
means for obtaining, based on the received request, an identifier relevant to said node;
means for allocating a first local prefix;
means for setting a first timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or an address comprising the first local prefix is valid;
means for setting a second timer indicating a length of time the first local prefix or the address comprising the first local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the address is valid; and
means for sending a first message comprising said identifier, said first local prefix and said first timer to a network element.

18. A computer program product comprising:
means for receiving, from a network entity, a message
comprising an identifier relevant to a node, a first local
prefix and a first timer indicating a length of time the
first local prefix or an address comprising the first local
prefix is valid;
means for determining if an entry associated with the
identifier exists or not;
in the event that the entry does not exist,
means for storing the received information,
means for setting a second timer indicating a length of time
the first local prefix or the address comprising the first
local prefix is preferred when the first local prefix or the
address is valid; and
means for sending a response message comprising the received
information, the second timer and an indication to use a
prefix for address configuration to the network entity.
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